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The exciting conclusion to Meg Cabot's magical Arthurian manga!Ellie has only one day left to get

her boyfriend Will to truly believe he's the reincarnation of King Arthur, or the world will plunge into

eternal darkness. But Will refuses to believe her! Meanwhile, the upcoming Homecoming game and

dance have everyone distracted, especially Ellie. Some people aren't too happy about her

Homecoming Queen nomination and are determined to cause trouble. Ellie's got to save her

reputation and the world before the new moon on the night of Homecoming brings them all to a

dangerous crossroad. If Ellie can't convince Will of his destiny, the world may never recover. . . .

This manga series of Arthurian legend and high school romance comes to a thrilling climax in this

final volume. And just rememberâ€”anything can happen if you believe!
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... thats how I felt after reading the trilogy. I love Meg Cabot's books, I love cartoons and mangas, I

love King Arthurs and I enjoyed Avalon High. So imagine how disappointed was to read three small

cartoons that almost had nothing to add to the story. If you decided to buy don't have big



expectations. The graphical isn't that great and all the potential left after the book was wasted.

In this, the third book in the Avalon High trilogy, Ellie is intent on reuniting her boyfriend Will with his

family and convincing to accept his destiny as a reincarnated King Arthur.She's also running for

Homecoming Queen.I loved the novel that this trilogy is based on (Avalon High), but these manga

(what is plural for manga?) don't quite do it for me. Even three books can't capture the original, and

the drawings reduce the characters to caricatures. The books don't seem to be very popular in my

classroom either, so I'm not sure that they work as a bridge to the novels. If could be, however, that

manga just isn't the right form for me.

I love the book

This really wasn't worth it, I bough the book after I had read the first book in this series. I read a

review of the second comic and it said that it wasn't worth it either and I am glad that I didn't waste

any more money. The book was so, so, so cheesy!! This is such a let down compaired to the great

first book in the series. Read the summary on wikipedia and don't waste the money here.

Not normally a manga fan but I love the author! Great Job on the original story!

Good Manga to complete the trilogy following Avalon High. Beautiful graphics as always.

Wonderful!!! Thank you!!!

I purchased this for my daughter who loved the first book - Avalon High. Either I didn't read the

description correctly or they changed it; either way, I was not happy with this book. It was basically a

comic book - and the pictures were a little risque for my 12 year old (and her 10 year old sister). I

did not think it was worth what I paid for it and did return it.
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